
Through Eagle Eyes

The boy sprinted on the muddy path which was winding through a short woody

area until it met a forested marsh. He stopped for a few seconds in the clearing, taking

in the familiar panorama. The marsh was just a five minute drive from his house and he

has been coming here ever since he was a Cub. Becoming an Eagle Scout required the

Bird Study merit badge and birdwatching had become one of his favorite activities. This

time he was here for the eagle.

The road stretched ahead, flanked by rows of cattails, before curving to the right

and enfolding a large swath of the mire. Crownless tree trunks jutted out of the murky

water, frozen in a bizarre stance, natural sculptures of the marshland. The scattered

stumps rendered an eerie view  Hidden behind the denuded trees, the wetland was

waking up from the winter sleep. People with hiking canes and straw hats, carrying

oversized binoculars, were meandering along the path. Oblivious of human presence, a

sandhill crane walked graciously, her crimson crown adorning the tan feathers. The

orchestrated calls of the birds blended harmoniously with the spring calls of the wood

frogs. The chorus of the in-flight geese was intermittently interrupted by the sharp,

metallic chip call of the sparrows. He noticed a great egret, standing on a floating

branch, still and silent. The morning mist seemed to melt its contour. Startled by a

shadow in the water, it jerked and stabbed the surface with its yellow bill. Shortly after,

the egret soared on broad wings, croaking as it lifted in the air. The boy followed a small

group of birders who were glancing to the left of the swap. In the brush, beyond the

water, there was a large shadow, the bald eagle’s nest. Few branches above, the bald

eagle stood unperturbed, majestically surveying the marsh.



The boy made his way to the edge of the water, where the tall reeds were

swaying in the gentle breeze. The placid surface reflected the spring sunlight like a

liquid mirror. Squeezing his eyes, he peered intently through the brush. For a second,

he thought, his eyes locked in with the eagle’s stare. The bald eagle was watching him.

The eagle stretched his wings, in a slow motion. Stomping his legs on the

branch, he flapped a few times, stirring the air. Nearby, a red-wing blackbird, perched on

a bare branch, was delivering a raucous conk-a-ree-onk song, folding its wings out and

flashing its brilliant red epaulets. The eagle assumed his august stance, presiding over

his nest. He glanced to the narrow strip of land where people were slowly gathering, in

the morning ritual. The air was warmer today and the crowds seemed to be getting

bigger. He watched them pointing to the mallard ducks who were dabbling for food by

the reeds, submerging their heads and grubbing for roots. They must have just arrived,

the eagle thought. Every fall, when the crispy air was moving in, hinting of what was

about to come, the mallards were off to warmer lands. Sometimes, he fancied going

those faraway lands. Yet, he didn't mind the cold and the silence of the snow. Briskly, he

turned his head, browsing the water. The trumpeter swans should have arrived too.

They were usually earlier than the ducks, circling the lone island in the middle of the

water. Their nest was just above the beaver’s house. No sign of them. He turned his

eyes towards the newcomers on the road. He noticed a familiar face. The boy was

squeezing between the birdwatchers. He’s grown. Many winters back, he was just a

cub. The eagle stretched higher on the branch, as if he wanted to be seen.



The boy smiled. The bald eagle stood taller and in an instant, he took to the sky,

majestically swerving closer, in a salute. The Eagle Scout waved, his chest filling with

awe. Through eagle eyes he saw it was received.


